GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DERMATOGLYPHIC FEATURES OF HUMAN HANDS AND FEET IN TERMS OF IDENTIFICATION
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Summary. The article presents generalized data on the possibility of using dermatoglyphic characteristics of a person in terms of the latest approaches to the identification of an unknown person. Morphological characteristics of papillary patterns of hands and feet, their topography and types are given. Quantitative and qualitative features of dermatoglyphs are presented, which may be useful in terms of factor features for the identification of an unknown person. Data on the possibility of using artificial neural networks in forensic identification examinations using dermatoglyphs are given.
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Introduction. Human dermatoglyphic patterns are one of the main identifying features that remain unchanged throughout life. However, there is scientific evidence that with age the comb pattern loses clarity, the comb count decreases, the pattern deforms (changes in height, the appearance of minutes, etc.), i.e., there is a problem of determining signs of aging dermatoglyphic parameters, as evidenced by some theoretical findings on this problem. [1,3,7]

The unique morphological structure of the papillary pattern, which is essentially a genetically determined manifestation of the phenotype, as well as the fact that dermatoglyphic parameters consist of structural elements easily accessible to quantitative and qualitative study, determine a wide range of dermatoglyphics in practical medicine. [4,6,8]

On the distal phalanges of the fingers, the palmar surface of the hands and the plantar surface of the foot are the papillae of the dermis, which form a dermatoglyphic pattern. The study of the above papillary, as well as flexor patterns, is a dermatoglyph. The study of patterns on the distal phalanges of the fingers is called fingerprinting.

There are three main types of simple patterns on the distal phalanges of the fingers and toes, as well as on the toe pads of the hands and feet: arc (A), ulnar loop (fibular) (Lu, Lf) or radial (tibial) (Lb, Lt) and curl (W) (fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Types of skin patterns: a – arc, b – radial loop (tibial), c – ulnar loop (fibular), d – curl.](image)

Arcs can vary in width (wide, medium, narrow) and height (high, medium, low). Determination of the width and height of the arc is based on the calculation of the ratio of its largest dimensions in the vertical and horizontal planes.
Loops can be high, medium and low, as well as wide, medium and narrow, which is determined by the ratio of the width of the base of the loop and the vertical lowered through its top to the horizontal line of its base.

Curls can be simple or complex (to simplify calculations, we’ve combined them), high, medium, and low, as well as wide, medium, and narrow, determined by the ratio of their largest vertical and horizontal sizes through the center of the pattern.

All these figures form a central pattern, which is bordered by papillary lines that go in different directions from it. At the meeting points of line flows, deltas or triradii are formed, the number of which is always greater than one (fig. 2).

![Fig. 2. Triradius (delta).](image)

The human palm in the dermatoglyphic aspect contains the palm fields, under the finger triradii and the main palm lines.

To simplify the method of studying the dermatoglyphic parameters of the palm, we determined the palm angles atb, atc, atd, btc, btd, ctd on both hands using a graphic editor KOMPAS – 5, and also calculated delta and comb accounts of the palm, types of patterns on the toes (fig. 3, 4).

![Fig. 3. Scheme of measuring palm angles.](image)

In the study of dermatoglyphs of the feet, the type of pattern on the toe pads, delta and comb counts, the direction of papillary lines in the calcaneus (heel) area were determined (fig. 4).

Thus, in addition to the type of pattern, its height, width, type of flow of lines, you can also determine the relative indicators that indicate the density, frequency, ratio and prevalence of patterns:
- delta account and comb account (number of skin combs between the center of the edge of the pattern);
- furugati index (number of curls/number of loops×100);
- denmeyer index (number of arcs/number of curls×100);  
- field index (number of arcs/number of loops×100) d;  
- gapel index (number of curls on I-III fingers/0.5 number of curls on IV-V fingers).

Dermatoglyphic study of the hand and foot was performed according to the method proposed by I. V. Paliychuk and L. E. Kovalchuk [2] in the modification proposed by N. M. Kozan, V. D. Mishalov, Yu. Z. Kotsyubynska (2017).

For dermatoglyphic examination of the palms and soles, we used macrophotographs of the entire palm and the upper third of the plantar surface of the foot. The obtained data were transferred to a personal computer, where with the help of graphic programs (drawing and design editor KOMPAS-GRAFIK 5) they were processed, studying the qualitative and quantitative indicators of dermatoglyphs of hands and feet (fig. 5).

Fig. 4. Scheme of palm (a) and sole patterns (b): a: 1-13 – palm fields; a, b, c, d – finger triradii, starting from them the main palmar lines A, B, C, D; t – the main (axial) triradius of the palm; k – zones of palm patterns; b: 1-14 – sole fields; a, b, c, d, e – finger, Pr – lower additional triradii; I-V is the direction of the papillary lines in the calcaneus (heel) area.

Fig. 5. Digital photographs of dermatoglyphs of hands (a) and feet (b).
Digital images allow you to get a clear image of the comb pattern of the distal phalanges of the fingers, because when obtaining fingerprints in the traditional way possible pattern defects (fuzzy, blurred, missing fragment), and when counting the number of combs and deltas, you can increase the image folds of the palms, etc.

Currently, there is a wide range of different software that can improve image quality. The most common and powerful tool in digital image processing is the Adobe product package – Adobe Creative Cloud. In our work we used Photoshop SS and Illustrator CC. These programs have a large number of tools that can improve the image quality in a particular case, but usually for a satisfactory result it is necessary to use several of them – increase (decrease) contrast, lighting, focusing, etc. These actions usually have built-in functions in photo editors (fig. 6).

![Fig. 6. Material processing in Adobe Illustrator CC.](image)

The purpose of improving image quality is to obtain reliable data for further statistical processing. Researchers solve data processing problems in different ways, but in most cases, this stage is reduced to filling the database (array) of data, its structuring and formalization with further processing in programs for statistical analysis.

The dermatoglyphic method, as a source of initial identification features, is a budget option for rapid identification of an unknown person. The proposed method can greatly facilitate and systematize the work of a forensic expert in the identification of an unknown person.

Dermatoglyphic examination of the skin relief is possible using many methods. For a long period in Ukraine, the most common method was the use of printing ink. It is characterized by simplicity in practice, low cost of consumables and cost-effective. However, in addition to the advantages, this method has a number of disadvantages: the inconvenience associated with contamination of the extremities with printing ink, the quality of the prints is not always satisfactory, which requires a repeat procedure and entails additional time. There are also inconveniences associated with processing the data obtained and creating electronic archives. To improve this method, the researchers proposed to digitize the obtained fingerprints on paper using scanning.

Dermatoglyphics For Prediction (DFP) computer identification program based on artificial neural networks. It does not require significant budgetary costs of data acquisition, training of specialists in its maintenance, and the construction of the neural network, its training and examination are short in time. In the study, the reliability of the results ranged from 73 to 90 % (automatically calculated by the software Dermatoglyphics For Prediction (DFP)), which is significantly higher than previously obtained results. [9]

**Prospects for further research** are beyond doubt, as the integrated use of all available identification methods accelerates, reduces the cost and improves the quality of identification forensic examinations.
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Резюме. У статті представлені узагальнені дані стосовно можливості використання дерматогліфічних характеристик людини в плані новітніх підходів до ідентифікації невідомої особи. Подані морфологічні характеристики папілярних візерунків рук і ніг, їхні топографія та види. Представлені кількісні й якісні ознаки дерматогліфів, що можуть бути корисними в плані факторних ознак для ідентифікації невідомої особи. Надані дані щодо можливості застосування штучних нейронних мереж при проведенні судово-медичних ідентифікаційних експертиз з використанням дерматогліфів.
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